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Abstract

Under the current National-led government the combined effects of a new political agenda and a world-wide recession have resulted in a discernible shift in policy priorities. Using a children’s rights-based lens, this paper considers changes in early childhood policy during 2009 and argues that these shifts impact the integrity of the 10-year early childhood Strategic Plan introduced in 2002. They also put in question whether children’s rights to high-quality early childhood education policy are really taken seriously within the policy arena. The issue of government’s role in providing high quality early childhood services is highlighted as one that derives from children’s citizenship rights. The paper concludes that a new critical ecology of the early childhood sector is emerging which uses a children’s rights perspective to evaluate current policy and envision possible futures.

Introduction

In her speech to the inaugural Early Childhood Special Interest Group at the 2009 conference of the New Zealand Association for Research in Education, Anne Smith (2009) celebrated the 20th anniversary of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC)\(^1\) (United Nations, 1990) by highlighting some of the markers for children’s rights in the early childhood sector. She pointed to Te Whāriki (Ministry of Education, 1996a), the national early childhood curriculum statement as a taonga (a treasure) which encapsulates aspirations for children that are based on children’s rights, including within early childhood education services. On a more sobering note, Smith commented that the 2009 Budget cuts had effectively stalled the momentum towards improving quality services for children and for communities which had built up over recent years. She commented that the world-wide recession has provided the current administration with reasons to tighten public spending, and
with a rationale to alter, and even cut, existing early childhood education policies.

This paper builds on Smith’s (2009) argument. Taking a children’s rights perspective we review early childhood education policy decisions made in the name of economic constraints in 2009, including through the 2009 Budget cuts, and argue that the changes have de-stabilised the coherent policy infrastructure of the early childhood strategic plan, *Pathways to the future. Ngā Huarahi Arataki* (Ministry of Education, 2002). Beginning with an explanation of children’s rights as a lens for analysing early childhood education policy, the paper argues that a necessary corollary of acknowledging children’s rights is the obligation to set in place policies that support their implementation. We review the status of early childhood education policy in 2009 and conclude by supporting Dalli’s (2010) call for the emergence of a new “critical ecology” for the early childhood sector in which children’s rights to high-quality professional early childhood services are taken seriously.

**Why a children’s rights perspective is important**

The UNCRC is one of 12 Human Rights treaties. In the UNCRC, the focus is on the rights of children and concomitant responsibilities of society towards children.

One way to understand the UNCRC has been to group the articles into three categories; the categories are all interrelated and influenced by the contexts in which they are implemented. Recent research (Taylor, Smith, & Gollop, 2009) conducted across six countries concluded that despite mixed findings, children perceived their rights in similar ways that covered most of the rights in the UNCRC, as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Categories of rights, accepted definitions and children’s perceptions of their rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of children’s rights</th>
<th>Definitions (Lansdown, 1994, p. 36)</th>
<th>Children’s perceptions (Taylor &amp; Smith, 2009, p. 171)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provision rights</td>
<td>Rights to minimum standards of family life and access to parental care, health, education social security, physical care, play, recreation, culture and leisure.</td>
<td>Parental care and nurturance, education, sustenance (food, clothing and housing), healthy environments, recreation/play opportunities, medical care, transport, spaces to hang out, access to employment, access to resources (e.g., equipment in schools).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection rights</td>
<td>The right to be safe from discrimination, physical and sexual abuse, exploitation, substance abuse, injustice and conflict.</td>
<td>Protection from bullying by peers, safety at school, home and in the community, freedom from drugs and alcohol, freedom from discrimination and racism, protection from sexual abuse, violence and forced labour and to be treated fairly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation rights</td>
<td>Civil and political rights, such as the right to a name and an identity, to be consulted and to be taken into account, to physical integrity, to information, to freedom of speech and opinion and to challenge decisions made on their behalf.</td>
<td>To have a say, choose friends, be respected, express opinions, be listened to, make choices, to say ‘no’, be involved in resolving conflict, choose one’s own religion, participate in decisions and to have freedom of movement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Children’s rights _per se_ can never be considered in isolation – to claim a right, or exercise a right, automatically entails a response, or a responsibility, sometimes described as a duty. A significant corollary to children’s rights is the notion of citizenship (Heater, 2004; Lister, 2008; May, 2004; Taylor & Smith, 2009). According to Smith, Bjerke and Taylor (2009), citizenship “involves belonging to and interacting with other people in a group, community or society” (p. 15). How this happens for young children depends on particular
perceptions of childhood and of children. For example, a common argument against children’s rights and notions of children as citizens is implicit within a discourse of children as vulnerable, immature and in need of protection. Further, critics of the idea that children have rights, or agency, argue that perceptions of ‘children as citizens’ undermine parental authority by privileging the state as a super parent. By contrast, those who advocate the view that children have rights, and can exercise agency, point to the “common sense” understanding that adults have appropriate responsibilities to provide for children, to protect them, and to support their rights to participate in groups, communities and society at large. Rather, as Smith et al., have argued, “agency does not imply autonomous unilateral individuals who lack connections to others in society, but involves a dynamic and reciprocal process of connecting to, and interacting with, other people” (p. 18).

Our position in this paper follows upon Smith et al. (2009): We argue that if we accept the argument that children have citizenship rights just like any other member of society, then it follows that there is a societal obligation to protect those rights. In the context of early childhood education policy, this means that early childhood policy must pay attention to all three categories of rights: children’s right to provision of early childhood education, children’s right to protection within early childhood services, and children’s right to participate in early childhood education. Similarly, if we accept that agency does not mean an individualistic engagement with the world but a reciprocal and dynamic one, then it follows that an early childhood policy that supports children’s agency is best conceptualised not as an isolated entity, but rather as part of an integrated system, or supportive policy infrastructure, focused on children as part of the nation’s citizenry.

Children’s rights as a lens for analysing the policy infrastructure for early childhood services in 2009

The view that early childhood services should be supported by a comprehensive infrastructure or support system is well established in policy scholarship. For example, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2001, 2006) advocated a holistic and integrated approach to early childhood policy citing Gallagher and
Clifford’s (2000) work in identifying eight elements as necessary components of such a policy structure:

1. personnel preparation;
2. technical assistance;
3. applied research and programme evaluation;
4. communication;
5. demonstration;
6. data systems;
7. comprehensive planning; and
8. co-ordination of support elements.

Within the New Zealand context, it is possible to argue that a range of policies introduced since the mid-1990s have built up the kind of comprehensive policy structure for early childhood services advocated by the OECD (2001, 2006) and Gallagher and Clifford (2000). For example, Taylor et al. (2009) recently argued that “New Zealand takes children’s rights seriously” (p. 83) and cited the following key policy decisions as illustrating support for children as having citizenship rights:

- the appointment of a Children’s Commissioner (1989);
- New Zealand’s ratification of the UNCRC (1993) (e.g., UNICEF, 2010);
- the Agenda for Children (Ministry of Social Development, 2002); and
- Pathways to the Future: Ngā Huarahi Arataki (Ministry of Education, 2002).

Elsewhere, we too have claimed that there is a history of New Zealand early childhood education policies and other initiatives that support children’s rights (Dalli, 2002; Dalli & Mitchell, 1995; Dalli & Te One, 2002; see also May, 2001; Smith, 1996, 2002, 2007a, 2007b). However, while in many cases early childhood policies have complied with the provisions of the UNCRC, their relevance to it has often been assumed rather than articulated (Te One, 2004) and the UNCRC has not been identified overtly as their starting point. Nevertheless many early childhood policies can be held up as examples of how policies support children’s provision and participation rights.
Example 1: Children’s provision and participation rights in pedagogical policies

A key pedagogical policy from the mid-1990s was the introduction of the early childhood curriculum document, Te Whāriki. While the document does not make explicit mention of children’s rights, its release in 1996 represented a significant step towards recognising the rights of New Zealand’s youngest children to quality early childhood experiences in formally organised early childhood education settings. The following widely-quoted aspiration for children is couched in terms that implicitly advocate for children’s rights:

To grow up as competent and confident learners and communicators, healthy in mind, body, and spirit, secure in their sense of belonging and in the knowledge that they make a valued contribution to society. (Ministry of Education, 1996a, p. 9)

Implicit within this aspiration is a view of the child as competent and able to contribute to society as a citizen who also has rights to: health, security, and a sense of belonging. In the process of writing Te Whāriki in the early 1990s Helen May and Margaret Carr asked the question of what makes a good child (Te One, 2003). The curriculum strands of Belonging, Well-being, Exploration, Communication, and Contribution (Ministry of Education, 1996a) were a way of capturing the answer to this question as aspirations for children embedded also in the principles of empowerment, of family and community, of relationships, and of holistic development.

Part of the negotiations for the development of Te Whāriki (Ministry of Education, 1996a) included an undertaking by government to support the development of an assessment framework. Through research undertaken in the late 1990s, a narrative formative assessment tool was developed called Learning Stories based on the principle of identifying children’s dispositions and writing narratives about them (Carr, 2001).

As a complementary development, Carr, May and Podmore (2002) also developed questions aimed at each curriculum strand and posed from the child’s perspective, thus acknowledging that “children have a voice of their own, and should be listened to as a means of taking them seriously” (Dahlberg, Moss & Pence, 1999, p. 49; see also Lansdown, 1994; Woodhead, 1999). These five ‘child’s voice’ questions were designed to be a reflective tool for teachers to evaluate their practices (Carr, May & Podmore, 1998) and to shift the focus
towards a more rights-based approach. For the strand of Contribution, Carr et al. (2002) suggested the child’s voice question of “Is this place fair for me?” (p. 119). From a Children’s Rights perspective, this question is central to any discussion about children’s rights in early childhood settings: It implies that children have a right to be in a setting, and in a way that enables them to participate and contribute in it fairly – as articulated in Article 12.1 (Child Rights Information Network, 2007, p. 5) of UNCRC. Smith (2007a, 2007b) has argued that both Learning Stories and Teaching Stories support children’s rights as stakeholders in their own learning.

Following extensive trialling of the initial learning and teaching stories frameworks, Kei Tua o te Pae Assessment for Learning: Early Childhood Exemplars (Ministry of Education, 2005) was published as a professional resource for teachers. The resource features the child’s voice as a contributor to their assessment, alongside teachers’ and parents’ perspectives, as important influences on curriculum decisions and directions thereby making the focus on children’s rights more explicit. A recent report evaluating the implementation of professional development to support Kei Tua o te Pae (KTOTP) (Ministry of Education, 2005) noted the effectiveness of this approach and reported that “assessment documentation did clearly evidence a credit-based approach to assessment in that items reflected the passions, skills and working theories of individual children, and presented them as confident and competent individuals” (Stuart, Aitken, Gould, & Meade, 2008, p. 9).

The KTOTP resource (Ministry of Education, 2005) is an example of how regulations and practices can cohere to support participation rights for children at the same time that they improve the overall quality of the services provided, hence supporting children’s provision rights as citizens. However, the question remains: how do children “contribute” to an early childhood pedagogical setting? How do children assume responsibility? How do they understand justice and fairness? These are questions about power, where it resides and whether or not it is shared; they speak directly to the overall ecology in which children live their early childhood lives. Empowerment is a central concept in UNCRC, especially Article 12 (Child Rights Information Network, 2007), which articulates the child’s right to participate in decisions that affect them. Certainly, many official policy documents (Ministry of Education, 1996b, 1998, 2006) include
principled statements supporting power sharing and emphasising partnerships between teachers and parents; additionally, recent research has extended understandings of partnerships beyond the dyadic teacher-parent relationship to include theoretical ideas about the community as a partner (Ministry of Education, 2002). A logical implication of such a discourse is that as members of the community, children too should be considered active partners and participants in decision making in policy and practice. According to Prout and Hallett (2003), this is “critical to creating institutions (whether statutory, voluntary, private or in the informal sector of family and community) that are responsive and flexible in their work for children” (p. 2). As MacNaughton, Hughes and Smith (2007) have illustrated in two Australian case studies of possible ways that children can participate in early years policy, young children (including some aged two years or younger) can express their views on issues that affect them. MacNaughton et al. concluded that:

listening to young children is the first step to regarding children’s rights as rights of citizenship, rather than as rights defined – and restricted – by age…Honouring young children’s rights to express their views creates more effective policy … and contributes to a healthy democracy which recognises that children’s rights are the human rights of any citizen. (p. 469)

Example 2: Children’s citizenship rights and the Ten-year Strategic Plan for Early Childhood Education: Ngā Huarahi Arataki

As noted earlier, in New Zealand an explicit aspiration towards citizenship rights has emerged only recently in arguments about the provision of early education (May, 2005; May & Mitchell, 2009; Smith, 2009; Smith & May, 2006). These are generally linked to the implementation of the ten-year Strategic Plan for early childhood education, Ngā Huarahi Arataki, introduced in 2002 (Ministry of Education, 2002).

From a child-rights-based perspective, the Strategic Plan has much to commend it as a statement about provision rights, and as a guide for increasing the visibility of children in the social sphere. Its conceptual framework includes three goals: increasing participation; improving the quality of early childhood services; and increasing collaboration in children’s services.

From the perspective of the wider ecology of the early childhood educational setting, the Strategic Plan is likewise commendable as it
laid out a raft of policies to be achieved in steps over a 10-year period which together provide a policy infrastructure of the type advocated by the OECD (2001, 2006) and Gallagher and Clifford (2000). The policies include:

- new funding and regulatory systems;
- better support for community-based early childhood services;
- the introduction of professional registration for early childhood teachers;
- better co-operation and collaboration between EC services, parent support and development and education, health and social services; and
- greater involvement by Government in early childhood education, particularly in communities where participation in quality early childhood services is low.

As a consequence of this policy infrastructure, from 2002 the early childhood sector experienced a sustained period of stable, planned progress towards outcomes that support children’s right to participation in early childhood services and to high quality early childhood provision. For example, Government’s commitment to increasing participation was evidenced by the initiation of 18 pilot Early Childhood Education Parent Support and Development (PSD) projects (Bellett, Sankar & Teague, 2010), and the Promoting Early Childhood Education Participation Project (Dixon, Widdowson, Meagher-Lundberg, Airini & McMurchy-Pilkington, 2007). Additionally, numerous research reports contracted between 2002 and 2009 by the Ministry of Education indicated Government’s commitment to enhancing the quality of children’s experiences in early childhood services. This included the Centre of Innovation action research programme which, through supporting early childhood teaching teams to work with a research associate to document, investigate and disseminate their practice, created a body of exemplars of good quality practice that other teaching teams could refer to (e.g., Meade, 2007, 2010). By bringing teachers together with researchers, the action research programme was also an example of the type of collaboration envisaged in the strategic plan as a potentially very powerful strategy to unite different stakeholders in working for children.
Also powerful were the stepped targets to incrementally increase the numbers of qualified and registered teachers to 100% by 2012 as a measure to improve the quality of early childhood services provided to children and families. To assist in achieving these targets, a range of incentives was put in place including:

- scholarships to support the attainment of qualifications;
- higher funding rates for services with more registered teachers;
- loan support for students;
- national and international re-location grants.

In Gallagher and Clifford’s (2000) model of a supportive policy infrastructure for early childhood services, these incentives would qualify as the first and second components of *personnel preparation and technical assistance*, while a comprehensive programme of research and evaluation of strategic plan policies throughout its implementation (e.g., Mitchell & Hodgen, 2008) could be described as Gallagher and Clifford’s third component of *applied research and program evaluation*. Other initiatives funded as part of the Strategic Plan policies conform to the remaining components of Gallagher and Clifford’s model as follows:

- practitioner networks established through professional development contracts, and the appointment of co-ordinators to provide advice and support for new services, ensured there was widespread communication (fourth component) across the sector both of strategic plan initiatives and of the support strategies to implement the policies;
- the Centre of Innovation action research programme ensured that there was demonstration (fifth component) of good practice beyond the individual early childhood setting;
- statistical returns collected from all licensed services on 1 July of each year as an established part of Ministry of Education operations provided data systems for early childhood services (sixth component).

In a recent evaluation of the implementation of the first phase of the ten-year Strategic Plan for ECE, Mitchell and Hodgen (2008) pointed out that some populations were still disadvantaged in their ability to access and participate in early childhood services but that the
Strategic Plan had positively affected children’s learning outcomes. The latter findings were linked to increased teacher understanding of *Te Whāriki* (Ministry of Education, 1996a), improved teacher qualifications, and ongoing funding for professional development supported by the release of professional resources, in particular KTOTP (Ministry of Education, 2005). Thus in their entirety, the Strategic Plan policies illustrate how, as Gallagher and Clifford (2000) argued, through comprehensive planning, it is possible “to allocate resources over time and in a systematic manner to more easily reach the goals of the program” (p. 7). Furthermore, they illustrate that from a Children’s Rights perspective, the Strategic Plan policies can be seen as a holistic approach to ensuring that provision and participation rights to high quality early childhood education are accorded to young children as members of society who hold citizenship rights in common with the rest of society. As the noted political commentator Colin James wrote in citing early childhood policy as the most lasting contribution of the Labour-led government’s fifth term in office:

> Making early childhood systematic…takes us deep into a zone of policy debate: on citizens’ access to participation in our economy and society. This debate is … about what constitutes genuine capacity to participate….so early childhood education is investing in infrastructure, just like building roads. (James, 2008).

**The status of early childhood policy in 2009**

2009 was the first full year in office of the National-led centre-right government elected in November 2008. The new government took office just as the effects of the global recession started to be felt in New Zealand with the Treasury’s December 2008 economic update predicting a “downside scenario” of a shrinking economy for the following two years (New Zealand Treasury, 2008). The new government swiftly took on a discourse of fiscal responsibility and issued instructions for a line-by-line review of expenditure in all government departments. The first aim of the fiscal review was to identify expenditure that did not line up with government priorities to help free up savings for Budget 2009 (Ministry of Education, 2009b).

For the early childhood education sector, with four of the ten years of the strategic plan still to unfold, the changed political and economic contexts immediately revealed the vulnerability of children’s entitlement to high quality early childhood education as a right of citizenship.
Historically, National governments have opted for a free-market approach to early childhood policy, and their policies have treated early childhood services as a private good rather than a state responsibility (e.g., May, 2001). This stance was evident in a pre-election speech at the annual conference of the NZ Childcare Association in July 2008, by National’s then education spokesperson, Paula Bennett. The speech confirmed that a National government would distance itself from hands-on involvement because “parents – not the State – have the primary responsibility for the upbringing and development of their children” and because National believed that early childhood education “should back parents – not be a substitute for parents who do not have the means, time or wherewithal for their children” (Bennett, 2008). Bennett also said that a National government would relieve “burdensome” and “needless regulations” and that the requirement for 100% qualified teachers to work with under-two year olds would be reduced to a requirement for 50% qualified because: “National believes that some of those looking after our babies do not need a teaching qualification” (Bennett, p. 3).

Immediately following the 2008 general elections and throughout 2009, these early messages about National’s preferred approach to early childhood policy were speedily followed with changes to the previous government’s ten-year policy strategy. Within days of taking office, it was clear that National’s pre-election stance was to be vigorously followed: A review of the newly-amended early childhood regulations was initiated just as they were about to be implemented on 1 December 2008. The result was a softening of licensing requirements in relation to sleeping arrangements and plumbing in early childhood centres. Perpetual licences were also introduced – contrary to parental submissions made as part the review process (Ministry of Education, 2009a) – and the minimum age for home-based educators was reduced to the school leaving age of 17 years with “some early childhood training” being the only stipulated training requirement.

Aided by options presented by the Ministry of Education in its Briefing to the Incoming Government (Ministry of Education, 2008), and recommendations made as a result of the line-by-line review of government department expenditure (Ministry of Education, 2009b), the 2009 Budget decisions revealed that many of the Strategic Plan policies to tighten quality standards were in danger of being de-railed,
and that children’s citizenship rights to high quality early childhood education were in question, even while a focus on increasing participation remained part of the policy discourse. The provisions of the 2009 Budget, released on 28 May, were as follows:

- changing the ‘20 free hours’ policy into the ‘20 hours ECE’ policy and extending it to cover three- and four-year-olds attending licensed parent- or whānau-led services, not just teacher-led ones;
- confirmation of a ministerial announcement in January 2009 that planned adult-child ratio improvements (from a minimum of 1:5 to a minimum of 1:4) in group early childhood settings for under-two-year-olds would not go ahead;
- all ongoing professional development projects were to cease at their completion date in December 2009, with new contracts to be issued in 2010 at a 25% lower level than in 2009; and
- the Centre of Innovation action research programme was terminated with immediate effect.

Of these provisions, only the extended ‘20 hours ECE’ policy was welcomed by the early childhood sector as a move that would support increased participation in high quality early childhood education. It was also the only provision in the 2009 Budget that was accompanied by new resources, justified on the basis that it would “support parent choice and recognise the quality of different types of ECE, by including services and children who were previously unable to access the scheme” (Ministry of Education, 2009c).

The lack of progress on improving adult-child ratios in early childhood settings for under-two-year-olds, on the other hand, was particularly disappointing as the research evidence on the importance of this factor for high quality ECE provision for this age-group is substantial and long-established (e.g., Expert Advisory Panel on Quality Early Childhood Education and Child Care, 2009; Gevers Deynoot-Schaub & Riksen-Walraven, 2008; Muenchow & Marsland, 2007; Munton et al., 2002). Although Minister Tolley (2009) later softened the impact of this decision by stating, at the New Zealand Kindergarten Federation Conference in August, that the ratio improvements would be “phased in over the next few years”, concern remained that this delay would be detrimental to the quality of early
childhood education experienced by the growing population of under-two-year-old children in group-based early childhood services.

Equally disappointing were the two decisions to withdraw funding from ongoing professional development programmes to support teachers in implementing the early childhood curriculum and related assessment practices, and to terminate the Centre of Innovation action research projects. This unexpected wholesale removal of professional development and research support took the sector by surprise and raised fears about the ability of the sector to maintain its momentum towards enhancing quality outcomes for children.

Further concern arose in August when, at the same time as commenting on Government’s continued commitment to improving ratios in under-two settings in the long term, the Minister announced (Tolley, 2009) that she had instructed the Ministry of Education to work out options for reducing the target of 100% qualified teachers working with under-two-year-olds down to 50%, to explore strategies for enabling overseas-qualified teachers to work in early childhood services, and to translate primary teaching qualifications for work in early childhood settings. To a sector which (i) since 1996 had worked with a curriculum document that explicitly stated that the curriculum for infants and toddlers is “specialised” and “neither a scaled-down three- or four-year-old programme nor a baby-sitting arrangement” (Ministry of Education, 1996a, p. 22), and (ii) since 1988 had been on a trajectory of rationalising pre-service qualifications for early childhood teaching, including through the introduction of three-year diplomas or degrees as the benchmark qualification, these announcements seemed anachronistic and regressive. The additional announcement in October that the government was aiming to attain an 80% (vs 100%) qualified early childhood workforce by 2012, and that the Strategic Plan policy of 100% qualified teachers by 2012 was no longer part of the government’s plan for early childhood education, turned concern into alarm (New Zealand Childcare Association, 2009). It became clear that the sector was facing significantly different policy conditions and a new set of priorities in which the coherent infrastructure of the ten-year strategic plan was in danger of being dismantled.

From a children’s rights perspective, the gradual but persistent unpacking of the integrated infrastructure of the ten-year strategic plan during 2009 is significant: It illustrates the ease with which children’s
citizenship rights to high quality early childhood education provision are able to be overlooked, including through the discourse of parents having the primary responsibility for their children, not the state (Bennett, 2008), and the discourse of economic imperatives. For example, the *Briefing to the Incoming Minister* (Ministry of Education, 2008) stated that “the fiscal costs of early childhood education are expected to rise above inflation over the next three years as a result of current policy, increased demand and growth of the ECE sector” (p. 15). Consequently, the Briefing noted that:

> Government may wish to reconsider the balance of universal and targeted subsidies and assistance to effectively meet these challenges. Increasing supply, especially in areas where there are high numbers of Māori and Pasifika children, high population growth and socio-economic disadvantage, has the potential to produce the greatest gains. (p. 15)

This advice to the incoming government clearly pits targeted subsidies against universal provision as a recommended policy option. In so doing, it implicitly disregards the option of a principled commitment to universal provision on the grounds that this is a right that accrues to children from their status as citizens. In subsequently elaborating the various options government could use to “assist the development of early childhood education in areas of high need” (p. 16), the briefing added:

> the key point is that increased assistance to the children that could benefit most from high-quality early childhood education services will need to be at the expense of more general assistance for all families. The alternative is further growth in the overall fiscal cost of ECE services. (p. 16)

Thus, while advancing a discourse of increased participation, early childhood policy in 2009 also leaned heavily on a discourse of fiscal constraints. It emphasised parental rights over state responsibility, and targeted assistance above universal funding. This signalled debates that are likely to continue to occupy the sector in years to come.

**Towards a new rights-based critical ecology of the early childhood sector**

In a paper that analysed recent trends in the professionalising of the New Zealand early workforce as the outcome of a history of sector advocacy and strategy, one of us (Dalli, 2010) argued that this history illustrates a critical ecology within the early childhood profession. Reviewing the current policy context, with its emphasis on economic constraints, Dalli called for the emergence of a new critical ecology
that responds to the current context. In this final section we argue that the new critical ecology needs to be one in which children’s rights to high quality early childhood education services are taken seriously.

The term “critical ecology of the profession” refers to the idea that within a profession that is critical of its ecology, members are reflective, self-critical and alert to the “challenges within [the profession’s] settings and to the strengths that can be brought to bear to make the present better” (Dalli, 2007, 2010, p. 70). Within such a profession there is “a critical dimension of thinking about current and possible future policies and practices” (Urban, 2008, p. 146). This includes the ability to engage critically with the ideological and philosophical positionings that various stakeholders within a professional field might take, such that possible futures can be envisioned that move beyond the limitations of the present.

Such a stance has clear implications for the children’s rights perspective applied in reviewing early childhood education policy in this paper. For example, having an early childhood profession that is critical of its ecology would mean that the challenges arising from the changed policy context of 2009 would give rise to vigorous debates within the sector, including about:

- what it might mean to target resources at disadvantaged or ‘at-risk’ populations in terms of government’s ideological stance vis-à-vis the right of all children to participate in quality early childhood education. What role is government staking as its own when targeted resourcing is the chosen strategy over universal provision? How does this impact the availability of early childhood services to children and their families more globally? What impact will it have on the marketisation of early childhood education? What do such policy options mean in relation to the role of early childhood teachers within a mixed economy of the early childhood education?

- the likely impact of the lack of improvements in adult-child ratios in group early childhood education settings for under-two-year-olds. What might this mean for the way that very young children experience their childhood? Can adults working under these conditions provide the type of attuned intersubjective interactions that research (e.g., Jaffee, 2007; Jaffe, Beebe, Feldstein, Crown & Jasnow, 2001; Rommetveit, 1998; Warner, 2002) has identified as necessary for optimal development and learning for this age-group?
• the effect of limiting the proportion of qualified adults working with under-twentos to 50%, and with older children to 80%, rather than 100% for all age-groups. How will teachers’ pedagogical environment be affected by working alongside untrained staff who will no longer be expected to achieve full qualifications? What will be the combined effect of reducing the qualifications requirements, and reducing government investment in universal provision on the overall quality of early childhood services in a mixed economy context? How will pedagogical imperatives be weighed up against fiscal ones in early childhood settings driven by a profit motive?

Signs of the emergence of such a critical ecology were beginning to be visible in the latter part of 2009, including in a spirited campaign to re-instate the Centre of Innovation action research programme which was terminated as part of the Budget process, and in press releases issued by early childhood advocacy groups after the announcement of the reduced qualifications targets (e.g., New Zealand Childcare Association, 2009).

Notable among the emerging critical responses was the release in November 2009 of the report on the Quality Public Early Childhood Education Project (QPECE) (May & Mitchell, 2009). Utilising “the right to education framework adopted by the NZ Human Rights Commission from the UN Economic and Social Council (1999)” (p. 11), the report asserted young children’s citizenship rights to early childhood education and envisaged a time when it would be taken for granted that “every child has a right as a citizen to participate in free education; [and when] every family that wishes to, can access high quality, community-based early childhood education” (May & Mitchell, p. 4). With international models of ECE provision as a comparison, May and Mitchell evaluated the current state of ECE provision in New Zealand under the headings of availability, accessibility, acceptability, and adaptability of early childhood services. The result is a critique that highlights both the positive impacts of policy, as well as existing barriers to the achievements of the three goals of QPECE for 2020:

1. Promotion of community-based ECE services including whānau/parent-led services through the development of a national plan for all ECE provision throughout Aotearoa New Zealand.
2. Provision of appropriate services to ensure every child can participate in free, high quality ECE.

3. Robust accountability to Government, parents, whānau and communities, linked to indicators that demonstrate high quality ECE. (May & Mitchell, 2009, p. 4)

May and Mitchell (2009) concluded that ECE is “a right of all children, an entitlement and a public responsibility that should be offered free of charge” (p. 18). They envisage an early childhood context in which new collaborative partnerships exist at national and local levels to create “coherent patterns of ECE provision … not only strengthening children’s learning and wellbeing, but also … supporting adults and building community cohesion” (p. 19).

The QPECE report (May & Mitchell, 2009) presents a bold picture of what a future early childhood education sector might look like when founded on a rights-based framework that accords children the same rights of citizenship that adults have. It is a picture that is in line with international research on children’s rights, including their rights to high quality early childhood education, and children’s rights within early childhood services. This research indicates a move towards educating children as citizens in a democracy (Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; Howe & Covell, 2000; Kehily, 2004; Lindahl, 2005; MacNaughton, et al., 2007; May, 2005; Taylor & Smith, 2009). We suggest that to consider the New Zealand context from this perspective raises the question of whether we are indeed a democracy that takes children’s rights seriously.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we have argued that if we accept the provision, protection and participation rights of children articulated in the UNCRC, then it follows that governments have a responsibility to provide early childhood education services of a high quality for children and their families. A government’s role in providing educational services is executed via policies and regulations that are subsequently implemented by educators. We have argued that in recent years the New Zealand early childhood education sector has operated within an overall policy context that implicitly adhered to the provisions of UNCRC, including in the comprehensive policy
infrastructure of the ten-year early childhood strategic plan, Ngā Huarahi Arataki (Ministry of Education, 2002). However, policy decisions during 2009, justified through a discourse of economic constraints, have de-railed somewhat the smooth trajectory of the implementation of these strategic plan policies and raised questions about the government’s ideological stance towards the right of all children to participate in quality early childhood education. We note also that further budget cuts are projected over the 2010-2012 period (see Te One, 2010) signalling the likelihood of future changes that might put the quality of early childhood services available to children and families at further risk.

As we conclude this paper we reflect that the current government has not openly rejected the overall aspirations of the 10-year early childhood education strategic plan, nor has it explicitly resiled its responsibility to adhere to UNCRC, on which it was due to report in 2010. Indeed, government’s discourse of increasing participation in high-quality early childhood education remains firm. Nonetheless, significant policies that provide the wider framework within which children experience their early childhood setting (e.g., required teacher qualifications; the availability of professional development opportunities) have been removed. We have argued that the cost cutting achieved by the removal of this support potentially damages progress towards achieving the aspiration of a better early childhood education for New Zealand children, to which children have citizenship rights. We have also argued that a new critical ecology is needed within the sector that highlights these rights; there are signs that such a critical stance is emerging.
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1 Sometimes also referred to as UNCROC
The New Zealand Early Childhood Code of Ethics is framed around a language of rights (See Dalli & Mitchell, 1995)

Children’s rights, and indeed human rights, are not necessarily the same as citizenship or citizenry rights. For example, children’s citizenship rights raise issues about who is excluded from attending and participating in early childhood provisions. Thus, the notion of citizenship actually narrows the concept of universal rights to those rights that flow from membership of a political entity – the state. In the case of New Zealand, this is evident in the reservation it has against UNCRC which acts to exclude refugee children, and children of illegal immigrants from access to public services such as health and education. This example highlights that the moral obligations of a State, such as those expressed in UNCRC, are not as easily measured as the legal ones.

The interim targets were: (i) by 2005 all ‘persons responsible’ in a licensed centre to be registered as teachers through the New Zealand Teachers Council (ii) by 2007, 50% of all regulated staffing to be registered teachers; (iii) by 2010, the percentage of registered teachers to rise to 80%.

The full name of the association is Te Tari Puna Ora o Aotearoa- New Zealand Childcare Association.